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The Day of the Children´s Crowns

Tooth Fairy El Hada de los Dientes 

She is a character that displays beauty and harmony. Her sweet and charismatic 
smile reflects understanding and patience, attributes highly valued by the 
children. She has chosen a common mouse in the castle to become her close 
friend and assistant transforming him into the character Teethy Mouse with the 
aid of her Magic Wand. This fact shows her to be someone who praises human 
value regardless of creed, race or socio-economic status. 

Being in charge of exchanging milk teeth for some money, she only visited 
the English-speaking families in the US, UK, Australia and some European 
countries. In the past, another mythical figure, El Ratón de los Dientes 
collected milk-teeth in families with Spanish culture and La Petite Souris 
in families with French culture. Now, fairy and mouse act together as 
collaborative preventive dentistry heroes around the world. They want to spare 
children from dental cavities and pain and keep a smile upon their faces.
 
The golden crown on her dress goes in harmony with her beauty. Its four circles 
represent the 4 permanent back teeth that will make their appearance around 
6 years of age; in the Crown’s Parade illustration they are designated as the four
6es      . As no shedding milk-tooth will announce their debut, she conceived 
this new ‘Coin of the 6     ‘  tradition to celebrate them. 

These Coins  come as cut-outs, printed on the ‘Crown of the 6es     ‘ . Every time 
a  6      shows up,  children will leave one ‘Coin of the 6     ‘ under their pillow, 
that  will function  ‘as a milk-tooth’ only that it is exchanged for a double 
amount of money, plus a toothbrush, and perhaps even a ‘surprise gift’.

The Tooth Fairy’s unique Magic Wand has a tooth brush at the top, highlighting 
the fact that maximizing oral hygiene really works wonders. It will not only 
prevent cavities, but the onset of gingivitis, therefore every child should ‘brush 
every day and keep sugars at bay’. She will devote her entire life to spread this 
preventive message all over the world. Her assistant Teethy Mouse will help her 
in this endeavor.

Fold                Fold                

    Emergency Coin for 
        Lost Milk Teeth
...just place it under your pillow...
   Download and print form
   www.fairyandmouse.com   
       ..go to page 34 for more info...
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